Towards a realistic dielectric tissue model: a multiscale approach.
In the past, mainly analytical mixing formulas were used for modeling of dielectric properties of biological cells. General drawbacks of such formulas are the restriction to simple shapes and small cellular volume fractions. Assuming cell suspensions or tissues being quasi-periodic the problem size can be reduced to a cubic unit cell containing a single biological cell. Under this assumption numerical, e.g. Finite- Element models of such unit cells provide effective dielectric parameters for the entire tissue or cell suspension. In this work a flexible shape parametrization method allowing for a realistic representation of biological cells is applied to eight different cell types. A non-axisymmetric columnar epithelium cell occurring e.g. in the epidermis is chosen as an example. Numerical simulations of the columnar cell exposed to a time-harmonic electric field are performed for two different, high volume fractions, followed by the extraction of effective dielectric parameters of the bulk material. The simulation results are compared to two analytical approximations for ellipsoidal particles. The results suggest, that the calculation of effective dielectric properties of arbitrarily shaped cells in the frequency range between 100kHz and 1GHz requires at least a numerical cell model.